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Figure 1. Location map of Ariz. F:2:1--Catclaw Cave.
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l. Colton, l939a, p. 29.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM:

The archaeological excavation of Catciaw Cave (Ariz.

F:2:l) was conducted during the summer of l9Lj9 with two

purposes in mind: The primary purpose of the work was to

secure additional material representative of the Patayen
1

culture with erhasis on perishable items. As the Cerbat

Branch of the Patayan remained relatively undefined it was
felt that any additional work would be a contribution to a
better understanding of this little knowri area, especially
if imowledge of the perishable material could be obtained.
The second end more pressing reason for excavation was the
approaching inundation of the cave by the rising waters be-

hind Davis Den.

LOCATION:

Catclaw Cave is located in Mohave County, Arizona in

the Black Canyon of the Colorado River, fifteen miles dom-

stream from Hoover Dam and one mile upstream front United

States Geodetic Survey Cable No. 17 (Fig. 1). The cave lies

two hundred yards east of the river on the south side of a

small unnamed tributary. The area can be reached only by

boat along the river or by foot following Jumbo Wash from

2
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Figure 2. The Black Canyon of the Colorado River.

Willow Beach to the pass between Black Uesa and Twin Peaks

and thence down to the canyon bottom, a distance of fifteen

miles (Fig. 2).

PERMITS:

The excavation was conducted as a project of the De-

partment of Anthropology, University of Arizona. Jith the

assistance of Dr. B. W. Haury of the Department of Anthro-

pology, arrangements were made with the National Park Ser-

vice to work under their survey permit to the San Diego

Ihseun of Nan. The project was equipped by the Anthropol-

ogy Department of the UniversiLy of Arizona, the National

Park Service, and private individuals. The financial bur-

den of the excavation was born by the four students who

3



conducted the actual excavation: Barton Wright, Rex Gerald,

Bryant Bannister, and Wright; with assistance from

the operating fund of the University of Arizona Archaeologi-

cal Field School within which the Catciaw Cave project was

set up.

CLIMATE:

The Black Canyon of the Colorado is located in a desert

environment characterized by extremes in temperature and
1

with an annual rainfall of less than five inches. Rainfall

occurs in the form of light showers in the winter and local

thunderstorms in the summer. Snowfall occurs infrequently

on the peaks of the Black Iountains and. is unknoun in the

inner gorge. Summer temperatures usually reach one hundred

and twenty degrees in August and September, dropping to say-

enty degrees during the winter months.

GEOLOGY:

The geology of the Black Canyon of the Colorado River

is one of extreme complexity and will be treated briefly

for the purposes of this report.

The Black Canyon follows a general north-south course

nd is paralleled by the Black Mountains to the east which

rise to an elevation of 5500 feet, and by the Blue Range to

the west which is slightly lower in elevation. The canyon

consists of an outer valley varying in width from five to

seven miles, and an inner gorge. The inner gorge is a sheer-

ided canyon cut through a recent block of volcanic tuff

Schroeder, in preparation, p. 15.
Harrington, Hayden, and Sheliback, 1930, p. 20.



fifty thousand second feet of water during flood times.

FAUNA:

The fauna of Black Canyon is limited to small mainiials

with two exceptions, the burro of modern introduction which

has gone wild, and Nelsonts Big Horn sheep. Smaller pred-

atory animals found are the coyote, bobcat, kitfox, and.

ring-tailed cat. Skunk, beaver, muskrat, rabbits, and num-

erous smaller rodents exist in quantity. The turkey vulture,

raven, horned owl, hawk, roadrunner, and quail are present

in the canyon. Water birds are represented by most species

using the California flyway. A few species of diving birds

make their home in the canyon throughout the year. A large

variety of reptiles are present including lizards, snakes,

and terrapins. Fish in the river are represented by several

species, the largest being the minnow or Colorado River Sa]

non which reaches a weight of nearly a hundred pounds.

FLORA:

Vegetation in Black Canyon is extremely sparse with the

La Rue, 1925, p. 98.
Loc. sit.

2

1
5

.bre cola0 The walls of the inner gorge are dissected by

deeply intrenched intermittent washes, At various elova-

tions remnants of an older river channel and deposits of a

Pleistocene lake are found. Fissure flows of malapai occur

at higher elevations. The river maintained a fall of nearly

five feet to the mile prior to Davis Darn end varIed from a

water flow of two thousand second feet to three hundred and
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exception of the immediate river shores. The slopes of the

canyon are covered with a scant growth of creosote bush,

sage, Mormon tea, cholla, and pad cactus. The dry washes

maintain a slightly more abundant growth and suDport a scat-

tering of mesquite, catciaw, and broomweed. This vegetation

clusters in the lee of protecting banks and at canyon junc-

tures. The river shores and seep areas support a dense

growth of willow, blanco bush, salt cedar, and an occasional

cottonwood. Some growth of cane grass, cattail, and bull-

rush occurs on the sandbars in the river.

SURVEY:

A series of surveys have been conducted along the Colo-

rado River, In l9Li.9 the Museum of Nan of San Diego, Calif-

ornia, surveyed the Colorado River from Boulder Darn to

Needles. The result of this survey are not available for

reference at the present time. Dr. G. C. Baldwin conducted

similar surveys in the Black Canyon for the National Park

Service for some years prior to l9L!9. In 1950 A. H. Schroeder

conducted an extensive survey from Davis Darn to the Gulf of
1

California.

The most extensive type of site is that which appears

on the sand bars in the vicinity of every large tributary

wash. The sandbars are semi-permanent in nature and are

composed of fine silts and sands deposited by comparatively

quiet waters. Erosion, more operative since the building

of Boulder Darn, is stripping away the river deposits exposing

l Schroeder, 1952,



occupational levels marked by charcoal, sherds, bone, and

lithic material.

flockshelters are to be found in most rock outcroppingz

which present suitable shelter in the vicinity of the tribu-

tary washes. Even the smallest erosional pockets that have

easy access have been used. Mortar holes, sherds, bone, and

lithic items are usually associated with the rock shelters.

House rings occur sporadically along the river shore in

areas above flood level. The sites are marked by shallow

depressions from which the rocks have been removed and piled

about the periphery of the depression, Disneters vary from

six to ten feet. There is no evidence of hearths, and pot-

tery end lithic artifacts are extremely rare.

Storage pockets are similar to the rock shelters with

the exception of location. These pockets appear to have

been selected for their inaccessibility and are generally

at some elevation above the surrounding terrain in neighbor-

ing cliffs. These pockets were apparently used as caches

for food or other possessions.

Workshops occur most commonly in the deposits of the

elevated river channel or in the vicinity of rock outcrops

which are suitable for fleiced artifacts. Other such areas

are located at the junctures of washes and are often accom-

panied by mortar holes.

Pictographs are present in the canyon in various local-

ities havin suitable rock surfaces.

7



EXCAVATED SITES

Only one site of similar culture has been excavated in

the immediate area. Excavations for the National Park Ser-

vice were conducted at Willow Beach, four miles upstrean

from Ariz. F:2:l, by N. H. Harrington in 1936, and by Dr.
1

G. C. Baldwin in 191j7. Additional excavation and a syn-

thesis of the previous material was carried out in 1950
2

by A. H. Schroeder of the National Park Service,

S1ThIARY:

The ecological aspect of the Black Canyon of the Colo-

rado River is of vital importance in the interpretation of

archaeological finds in the area. The extreme rnne of tem-

perature, the lack of sufficient rainfall for farming, and

the rugged character of the canyon, foi'ce inhabitants to de-

pend upon the river for water and for arable land. It is at

the river1s edge that maximum faunal end floral life occur.

The adversity of conditions is reflected in the lack of

large fauna with the exception of the prospector's burro

that has gone wild, and the native Bighorn Mountain Sheep.

All fauna is dependent upOn the river or has adapted to ex-

treme desert conditions. The same is true of the flora.

Any human population is likewise completely dependent upon

the river.

The constriction of Black Canyon permitted the flood

waters of the Colorado River, prior to Boulder Dam, to reach

L. Baldwin, l9L8.
2. Schroeder, in preparation.
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heights of forty-five feet above normal flow. This flood-

ing made possible the farming of small patches of river

shore, send bars, and arroyo debouchers, but endangered

any habitational site that was not placed at considerable

elevation above the river. Surveys of the area indicate
:i

extensive occupation of virtually all available land.

The single excavated site in Black Canyon prior to

the excavation of Catclaw Cave, is that of Willow Beach,

a stratified open site, the excavation of which was com-

pleted in l9O by A. H. Schroeder. The results of this

excavation indicated that use of-he site had occurred over

an estimated span of our or five thousand years. The site

produced five pro-ceramic levels and three ceramic levels.

Fom the data secured from these levels it appears that the

area was first.inhabited by a gradation between Amargosa and

1emont variants of the Basketmaker II culture. Schroeder

feels, on the basis of his surveys, and to some extent on

surveys by amateurs of the area, that this culture is more

purely represented in the Virgi Branch of the Western

Anasazi in the Virgin and Muddy River basins. This lowest

level has been designated the Preutte Phase at Willow

Beach. During the succeeding Nelson and Eldorado phases,

increasing influence from southern California may be de-

tected. During the pre-70's in the Roari Rapids Phase

at Willow Beach, the Tusayan Gray Wares of the Virgin Branch

1. Based on surveys made for the National Park Service

by Dii. Gordon Baldwin in l9L7, with the author assisting, end
by A. H. Schroeder in 1950.

9
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are dominant. However, the representative pottery of the

Cerbat Branch of the Patayan (Cerbat Bron'i) :ppcars as the

largest individual pottery type. This new influence is be-

lieved by some to belong to the ancestral Walapal from the

area which lies to the south and east of Black Canyon in the

coimtry now occupied by the Walapai. In the following phase,

Willow Beach (ca. 900-1150 A.D.), Pyramid Gray pottery ap-

pears as a local manifestation along the Colorado River and

assumes dominance over the Tusayam Gray Wares. It has been

assumed that at this time there must have been an indigenous

group occupying the Black Canyon. This phase is closely

allied with traits appearing in the kohave Desert. At 1150

A.D. there is an abrupt conclusion of all preceding tyies,

which are supplanted by Paiute Brown, the typical pottery of

the Paiute, and is the last occupation of the site.

Within historic times the area was found by Kroeber to

be uninhabited except for periodic visitations by the Walapai

to the east and the Chemehuevi (a southern Paiute group) to

the west. Kroeber also indicates that there is some belief

among the Mohave that this was their land which the Cheme-
2

huevi were allowed to enter and use.

Thus the region under consideration is one where many

have visited but few remained.

Schroeder, in preparation.
Kroeber, 1925, p. 736.



a. (loft) General View
of Catciaw Cave looking
south.

. (below) Catciaw Cave
showing test trench at
loft.
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CHAPTER II

CATCLAW CAVE

ASPECTS OF THE CAVE:

Catclaw Cave is located on the south bank of a small

tributary two hundred yards from the east bank of the Colo-

rado River. The formation of the cave is the result of this

intermittent tributary cutting through a dike of volcanic

tuff breccia (P1. la, -o. 11). This cutting has left ver-

tical faces of breccia on opposite sides of the arroyo,

The force of the stresyi is directed at the base of the

southern cliff by the broad flank of the northern exposure.

This erosion has resulted in a long shallow cave measuring

12.30 meteis in width, 3.L!. meters in height from the cave

fill, and 12.LO meters in depth (ag. 3, p. 13). The floor

of the cave lies at a greater elevation than the present

arroyo arid is composed of interbedded silts, sands, and

gravels with consolidated rock fall from the cave roof, ly-

ing between the irregular masses of the cave floor. Second-

ary erosion, resulting from ground water entering along a

fault plane, has produced a chimney at the rear of the cave.

Evidence of water flow through this chimney is traceable in.

the small channels cut into the cave deposits. At the pre-

sent time the chimney has been blocked by a rockfall. The

extreme rear of the cave is composed of a high bench of

12
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1)4.

partially consolidated sand and gravel deposits, the forward

edge of which has been cut away either by flooding or by

human agencies.

CAVE DEPOSITS:

The deposits within the cave show definite changes

throughout the depth of fill excavated. Prior to excavation

the cave floor was covered by a deposit of Line wind-blovai

silt (Level 1) extending from the bed of the arroyo to the

consolidated bench to the rear of the cave and partially into

the chimney at the rear of the cave (Fig. Li., p. 15). All

archaeological material from the cave was recovered in this

single loose stratum. The central section of the loose silt

layer showed evidences of leaching which had resulted in the

deposition of a thin lens of crystalline salts, presumably

gypsum. No discernabJ.e stratigraphy was apparent in this

level, other than the localized crystalline lens. Beneath

Level 1 lay a series of deposits of alternating clays, silts,

sands, and fine gravels (Level 2--Fig. )4, p. 15). The sur-

face of these deposits had been cut in various areas, prob-

ably to level the surface or to prepare for pit Iiearths and

caches. The composition of these deposits indicate alternate

flooding by river end wash to deposit river clays interbedded

with wash detritus. This series showed an uninterru:pted

depth of over 6,5 meters. Utilization of the cave by humeri

beings beganafter the deposition of Level 2 and continued

through the deposition of Level 1 which may have been laid

down entirely by wind action.
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METHODS:

The initial step in excavation, following the mapping

of the cave, was a test trench one meter in width along the

east wall of the cave (P1. lb, p. 11). This trench was re-

moved in one-meter sections down to the level of the wash,

proceeding inward to a large fallen boulder (see Fig. 5, p.

17 for a diagrsxc-i of the excavation). These squares were re-

moved in arbitrary levels and screened to determine any ex-

isting stratigraphy. No discornable differences in material

occurred within Level 1 and no evidence of huiaan occupation

occurred in Level 2. The trench was continued to the con-

solidated bench at the rear of the cave. Two meters forward

of the consolidated bench a test pit was ut down through

Level 2 to a depth of 6.5 meters without disclosing further

occupation. With the completion of the test pit a broad-

side was established on the talus slope and carried down to

the sterile deposits of Level 2 throughout the cave. Fol-

lowing the completion of the broadside, a series of small

trenches were r in wnder the sloping walls. These trenches

were eithar sterile or conformed to the results of the test

trench.

To aid in identification of the material the cave was

arbitrarily divided into the following horizontal divisions:

Talus slope, Platform, Terrace, Talus cone, Bench, chamber,

and Chitiiney (Fig. 5, p. 17).

ATURES:

Features within the cave were limited to a small lodge,
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a number of hearths, and several types of pits end miscel-

laneous holes, These features occur in the hard surface of

Level 2 (Fig. Li., p. 15).

The lodge is a slightly Concave depression, semi-rec-

tang-flar in shape with rounded sides. The depression meas-

ures .85 cm. by 1.00 cm. with the longer side oriented par-

allel to the bench at the rear of the cave end cut partially

into it (Fig. 7, p. 21). There are postholes at each cor-

ner and all are extremely shallow with an average depth of

.10 cm. and a diameter of .08 cm. The northeast and south-

east postholes were rock-lined, Two depressions appeared in

the floor area. The firs-b was a circular depression near

the southwest posthole, and measured .20 cm. in diameter end

.06 cm. in depth. The second depression was in the south-

east quarter and was oval in shape with the long axis or-

iented northwest. Dimensions were .50 cm. by .20 cm. with a

depth of .l! cm. This second depression contained two fish

bones and a fragment of willow bark string. The northern

edge of the floor still retained a fragment of rough, thin,

nud plaster. A partial].y burned yucca rod and a sherd of

Pyramid Gray lay on this plastered area near the northeast

posthole. Between this posthole and the larger depression

wbs a small flake scraper.

I-JEARTHS:

Fire areas within the cave fall into three categories:

nely, pit hearths, basin hearths, and recent campers'

fires.
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Pit heartha occur only in the surface of Level 2. Five

hearths of this te (Fig. 6a) were found within the cave,

three of which were cjuite similar in dimensions, Each

hearth was set within a circular pit having an average

diameter of 1.00 cm. and a depth of .32 cm. The bottom of

the pit was flat with an ash lens occupying a little more

than half of the bottom surface. Beneath the few centimeters

of ash, the sand was burned brick red in color. Those parts

of the pit not covered by ash showed no discoloration from

burning. In the approximate center of each ash lens was a

small hole with an average depth of .06 cm. and a diameter

of .16 cm. Ash and charcoal did not occur within these

holes. The fourth hearth was similar to those described a-

bove with the following exceptions: The sides of the pit

had been under-cut a fex centimeters, the central hole was

C/1CO4L b
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not present, and the ash lens covered the entire base of the

pit. The fifth hearth was a hemispherica' pit 1.00 cm, in

diceter and .37 cm. in depth and was completely filled with

ash and charcoal, In addition, the walls of the pit were

burned red and small patches of clay having the appearance

of plaster appeared between the ash and burned sand.

Basin hearths occurred at various depths within Level 1

(Fig. 6b, p. 19). These hearths consisted of moderately

concave basins with average dimensions of .L5 cm, by .39 cm.

The depth of ash and burned sand was selaom over .07 cm. iO

evidence of central holes or pits was found in association

with the basin heartJ:is In one instance a hearth showed

evidence of having been dug in the loose send of Level 1.

A rock-fall of small debris covered the area but disappe:ared

above the hearth and for a short distance around it. In

other areas, however, the hearths lay beneath the leached

zone in level 1 but no discontinuity existed in the crystal-

line mass, In two instances burned rock was noted around

the peripheries of the basins.

Four indefinite ash lenses were disclosed on or near

th surface and in every instance contained cigarette stubs,

roots, and planed wood.

PITS:

A single pit within the cave contained angular rock

fragrnents from the tributary wash mixed with coarse river

cobbles and grass (Fig. 7, p. 21). The pit dimensions were

86 cm. by .77 cm,, with a depth of .39 cm. However, the
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debris within the pit had been piled an additional .LO era,

above the actual rim which had been cut into Level 2. No

evidence of burning was present with the exception of one
heat-fractured pebble. Two artifacts were present in the
debris, a fragment of a basin metate and a large core of
quartzite.

Four grass-lined nits were uncovered in the surface of
the second level at the foot of the bench in the rear of the
cave. These pits were quite small, averaging .25 cm. in
depth and roughly the sauue in dioiietep (Fig. 7, p. 21).
The holes were filled with a mat of grass end vines. One

pit contained a cache of soft red ochre wrapped in a wad of
shredded willow bark, Matted grass was found within the
disturbed section of the cave, but vandalism had destroyed
the pits if any may have existed.

Numerous smaller pits occurred in the surface of Level
2 but were without discernable pattern, features, or arti-
facts.
SU1iARy:

Few of the features within the cave were distinctive
enough for corrarative data, The most unusual feature was

the small lodge, of undetermined use, though its small size
and presence in the cave probably indicate a semi-ccreonial
use such as a menstrual. lodge. The pit hearths found in the

cave are not present in the Willow Beach site though basin

hearths do occur. Further discussion of features within the

cave will be resumed in the concluding chapter.
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CHAPTER III

STONE ARTIFACTS

The llthic assemblage that normally exists in the open

sites along the Colorado River and as reported by Schroeder
1

from Willow Beach was very inadequately represented in Cat-

ô1w Cave. Notates, manos, and choppers were franentary

and their presence appeared fortuitous. Scrapers and knives

formed the most abundant categories of stone tools.

SCRAPERS:

Single-edged side scraper (Fig. 8a, p. 2L4; Roughly

triangular-shaped thin flake. Chipping is along

a single side of the flake. Composed of chalced-

ony, jaspar, or agate. Range in size: length,

3.5 - 2.3 ems.; width, 2.5 - 1.7 ems ; thickness,

.6 - .1 cm, This type compares roughly with that

shmrn in Fig. 30 of Schroeder's Willow Beach manu-
2

script.

Double-edged side scraper (Fig. 8b, p. 2L); Thin ir-

regular flakes of jaspar, quartite, or chert with

chipping on two or more edges. Two sub-groups are

distinguishable, the first having two or more

Schroeder, in preparation.
Ibid., p. 67.
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edges chipped in the same direction from a single

surface. The chipping of the other occurs on two

edges but on alternate surfaces of the flake.

Range in size: length, - 2.3 cras.; width,

2.7 - 1.7 cms., thickness, .6 - .1 cii. Schroeder
1

refers to this category as snail scrapers.

Keeled scraper (Fig. 6c, p. 2)); aalcodony cores with

a single edge or side worked. The exterioa sur-

face of the core remains as a rou3h central 1iva

on one surface while the reverse side is flat.

Chips are removed away from the flat surface.

Renge in size: length, .9 - 3.L ems.; width,

3.6 - 1.6 eras.; thickness, 1.6 .7 ems. This
2

tTpe corresponds with Schrooder1s rough scraper.

PROJECTIlE POINTS:

Stenmied flake point (Fig. 3d, p. 2L); Thin triangular

flakes of jaspar and opalite, basally notched with

stems and tangs of nearly equal longth. Range in

ize: length, 3.2 - 2. cms.; width, 2.0 - 1.6

ems.; thicaness, 3 - .2 cm.

Stemmed point (Fig. 8e, p. 2L.); Represented by a

single specimen.. Small broadstemmed, side-notched,

chert point with a section of the stem missing and

the tip showing blunting. The cross section is

lenticular. Length, 2.1 ems.; width, .9 cm,;

thickness, .3 cm.

Schoeder, op. cit., p. 67.
bc. sit., Fig. 9.
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Broad triangular point (Fig. Br, p. 2Lj; Unsternued

quartzite point. The shape is that of en equi-

lateral triangle with a length of 2.6 ems.; width,

1.7 cms.; and thicirnoss, .3 cm,

Constricted triangular point (Fig. Bg, p. 2); Un-

stemmed quartzite points with flared bases and

constricted sides. The bases arc flat and in some

instances serrations appear near the base. Range

in size: length, 3.7 - 3.L cms; width, 1.6 - 1.5

ems.; thickness, .8 - .3 cm, rj1j3 type is very
1

similar to Type Ia as reported by Schroeder,

Fragmentary points; Several of the fragmentary points

seemed to belong to the above type but were not

included because exact identification was not pos-

sible. In addition, there appeared a number of

heavier, more coarsely flaked points of which no

complete specimen was found.

iIVES:

Triangular knives (Fig. 8h, p. 22); Relatively large

blades of chalcedony, jaspar, or chert0 The base

is generally slightly convex. One edge is straight

end the other convex. One specilllen possessed a

rounded protuberance in the central portion of the

base which may be an accident of chipping or a rud-

imentary stem. A quantity of broken bases of this

Schroeder, op. cit., p. 72, Fig. 3L1.
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trpe were also recovered. Range in size: length,

6.L. - 5.2 ems.; width, 3.7 - 2.0 ems.; thicimess,

.3 - ., cm. All complete specimens of this type

were recovered from the surface of the consolidated

bench at the rear of the cave. These knives appear

to be identical to Schroeder's iype I from layers

J and 0 at Willow Beach where they occurred in pro-
1

ceramic context.

Flake knives (Fig. Bi, p. 2L); Irregularly shaped

flakes of jaspar, chert, or quartzite. These

flakes are secondarily chipped along a single edge

on both faces to produce a knife-like edge. The

remainder of the flake is unshaped. Range in size:

length, 5.0 - 3.2 cns ; width, L1..0 - 2.5 ems ;

thickness, 1.7 - .6 ems.

Oval knife (Fig. 8j, p. 21); Represented by a single

specimen coiiosed of chalcedony with a slight re-

touching of the edge. The central section was

fairly thick. Length, L.O ems.; width, 2.1 ems.;

thickness, .3 cm.

DRILLS (Fig. 3k, p. 2L):

The drills were formed of long thick triangular flakes

of quartzite with the bases unworked. In cross section

these drills are roughly lenticular. One specimen ex-

hibited a circular cross section and was niuch more

1. Schroeder, op. cit., pp. 63-65.
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finely chipped than the others. Range in size: length,

cms., width, .6 cm.

SPOKESHAVES (Fig. 31, p. 2LL):

Irregular flakes of felsite or chert with one or more

notches averaging .8 cm. in dianeter chipped into one

edge. The average length is 3.2 ems,, width, .6 cm.

CHOPPERS:

The few choppers found in Catciaw Cave Were without ex-

ception unifacial, similar to one illustrated by Rogers,

They were made from large oval cobbles, generally of

quartzite, from which three or more large flakes were

removed by percussion. The result was not Rogers'
2

pointed chopper which he found localized around Black

Canyon, but a tool with a smooth handhold and a short,

slightly convex cutting edge.

PULPING FLARES:

This tool is a continuation of the process of making a

chopper. The flaking, instead of being confined to the

top of the cobble, was carried completely around the

circumference, leaving a flat natural surface on one

side, a humped protuberance on the other, and a sharp

cutting edge. Rogers calls this tool a screr-1ane.

ITATES:

Slab metate or mulling stone; This tool was represented

at Catclaw Cave by fragments only, but is common

l Rogers, 1939, Fl. )., Fig. e
Ibid., Fig. a.
Ibid., P1. 5, Fig. c.



in the open sites of the area. This notate con-

sists of a thin slab of basalt, generally i5.o
cans, in length, 20.0 - 25.0 cans, in width, arid

from 5.0 - 10.0 ems, in thickness. The edges

sometimes show smoothing. The working surface

shows slight evidence of working and a trou is

never apparent, This type is used at ti-ic present

time by the Vialapai for a base 1ate upon which
1

yucca pods are mashed.

Basin metate; Represented by a single specimen from

Catciaw Cave. One end had been broken off but

the basin was nearly complete. The basalt boulder

from whi ch the me tate had been worn she wed no cvi -

dence of sharing other than natural wear from

transport in the river. Over-all length of the

broken specimen: 35.0 ems.; width, 26.0 cans.;

thiclmess, 12.0 cns. The basin is 2.0 cans, in

length, 12.0 ems in width, and 5.0 ems in depth.

MIUTOS:

All raanos recovered were small circular single-handed

types. Both unifacial and bifacial forms were present.
2

A similar mane occurs in layer F at Willow Beach.

iflTEflSTONhS

Nearly all the river cobbles in the cave showed some

Oa1 conmiunication with Henrr F.Dobyn.
Schroeder, in preparation, p. 77, Fig. 38,

29
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evidence of battering from use as harmiorstones, Ciartz-

ie boulders appear to have been the- preferred material
as they far outnumber all others. In addition to the
irregular cobbles, there seems to be a second category
of harimierstones. This type consists of quartzite
cobbles that have been halved end quartered; the ro-
suiting fragment has a smooth handgrip and four sharp

cutting edges. All specimens of this type showed bat-

tering along the edges in a virtually even strip along
the edges. This heiimierstone is actually the mano that

accompanies the slab notate of the area, as used by the
1

Walapai today for mashing yucca pods.

MISCELLANEOUS STONE:

Three specimens were recovered which may be polishing

stones, or merely hiily polished river pebbles. Two

other river cobbles showed evidence of slight wear on

one or more surfaces and were heavily stained with red

ochre and manganese, and wore undoubtedly uscd for

grinding paint.

MINERALS:

Turquoise; Two specimens were recovered. The first

consists of half of a flat circular bead, perfor-

a-bed from one surface. Diaxietor of the bead is .9

cm. The other specimen is a small unworked frag-

ment.

Oral ôonmiunicatiofl with Henry F. Dobyns.
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hematite; Hematite stains appeared on most of the ob-

jects in the cave. One hematite cache was re-

covered from a pit in the cave whore it had been

stored in a grass bundle. This grass wrapping

contained l-2O lumps of extremely fine grained

red ochre striated with yellow. A few of the

lunps showed evidence of use.

SU]'rMARY:

The lack of sufficient diagnostic lithic artifacts in

Catelaw Cave presents an almost insurmountable barrier to

effective correlation with adjacent areas.

O the three types of scrapers found in Catclaw Cave,

the single edge scraper (Schroeder's flake scraper) occurs
1

in all phases at Willow Beach and in the Playa Industry
2

of the Mohave Desert. The other types are represented only

in the pre-ceremic levels of Willow Beach. There may be

some similarity between the double-odged side scraper from

Catciaw Cave and Rogers' Fig. b in Plate 6, assigned to the

Playa Industry.

The flake point cannot be identified in the adjacent

areas a'though the shape s similar to P1. 18, Fig. a of

margosa II, while the stemmed point most closely resembles

Schroeder, in preparation.
Rogers, 1939, p. 30.
Schroeder, op. cit.

L Rogers, op. cit., P1. 6, Fig. b.

5. Ibid., P1. 18, Fig. a.
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1

P1. 18, Fig. b of the same period. The single broad tri-
angular point has boon tentatively identified as modern
Mohave.

The triangular knives present in the Price Lutto 1hase
at Willow Beach are identical with those recovered from the

2
cave. Oval knives are present in the Playa Industry but it
is difficult to ascertain on the basis of the single spec-
linen from the cave whether it is the sexic type or whether

3
the resemblance i superficial.

ioppors of the type found in the cave are Dresent in
the Eldorado Phase at Willow Beach and in the Pinto-Gypsum

complex of the Mohavo area, as are pulping planes.
Slab metates, as construed from the fragments within

the cave and in the limnediate area, may be found among the

Walapai and Mohavo of modern times and also in nargosa II

times. The remaining lithic items are either too fraginen-

tary or too undifferentiated for corarison.
Thus it would seem that the lithic assemblage for the

cave covers a time span ranging from ca. 2000 B.C. to modern

times.

1 Rogers, op
2 Schroeder,
3 Rogers, op
L. Schroeder,
5 Rogers, op
6. Ibid., p.

cit., P1. 18, Fig. b.
in preparation.
cit., p. 31.

op. cit.
cit., P1. 11, Figs. a b.

6.



CHPTER IV

BONE AND SILL

There wore ore unbroken artifacts of bone from the

cave than of any other material. These artifacts were gen-

erally in excellent condition. In some cases the tools

still retained dried flesh,

Shell is virtually non-existent in the cave although

it is of frequent occurrence in the open sites in Black

Canyon.

FT1TSI-RS (P1. 2a, Figs. m & n, p. 3L):
Two scapulae were recovered that showed polishing along

the proximal and distal ridges and in the concvti rn.d-

joining thesocket. The ridges show evidence of break-

age but continued use has polished the broken edges,

This paft of the tool undoubtedly functioned as a

flosher. The polish in the concave curve near Lhe

socket is possibly due to working of cordage or sole

similar material as the curve is too small to ecImt

anything of larger size. Both of the specimens re-

tained dried tendenous material within the socket,

Average length of the tools is eras.

BONE AWLS:

Eyeless needles(Pl. 2a, Figs. a & b, p. 3L); These

eyeless needles or awls have been worked from

33
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splinters removed from the shaft of a long bone.

The splinters have been smøotiied over the entire

surface. The points are highly polished, probably

through use, One specimen showed traces of red

paint on the base. The paint appcarod to be ac-

cidental staining rather than a direct attempt at

decoration, Average length of the specimens is

7.0 cms,

Basketry awls (P1. 2a, Figs. g, h, i, j, k, p. 3Lj;
These awls have been constructed by splitting the

joint end of a cannon bone. Evidence of the joint

is still visible despite over-all smoothing. From

the joint, which forms the base, the bone is worked

don in a long smooth taper to a point 1.0 - 2.0

ems, from the tip. In this region the taper curves

inward and the remainder of the awl is worked into

a very thin spine-like tip. Some of the specimens

retained particles of resin at the base, presum-

ably from hafting. Average length is 9.0 cus.

Broad tipped awl (P1. 2a, Fig. 1, p. 3)); This type is

also constructed from the shaft of a long bone in

the manner of the eyeless needles. In variance

with the former, the specimens are quite broad

with a heavy wedge-shaped point. The awls are

smoothed over the entire surface. Average length

is 7.0 ems.; width, 1.0 cm.
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Fragmextary awls; Several fragments wore found that

did not retain sufficient form for identification.

ANTLER FLAEER:

Represented by a single chisel-pointed fragment of ant-

1cr presumed to be a fiaker.

BONE TINKLERS (P1. 2b, Figs. a & d, p. 3i.);

The items in this category are parts of some article of

dress. They consist of bird bones that have been pol-

ished and threaded with either buckskin or willow bark

string which has then been knotted to prevent loss.

One of the specimens was still attached to a section of

fringed buckskin. The strip of buckskin had been dyed

red and cut along the margin into fringes, only one of

which retains a tinkler.

HOOF TINKLERS (P1. 2b, Fig. c, p. 3L):

Undoubtedly the s e I tens we r.e use d in a a mlar way to

those made of bone. Either mountain sheep or doer dew-

claws were used. Holes were drilled in the hoof on

either the interior or exterior at the extreme edge

and then threaded with buckskin.

BONE SNARE P IN . 2b, Fig. b, p. 3Lb):

The pin appears to have been a broken awl point re-used

as a snare pin. The bone is highly polished except on

the two broken edges. Willow bark string had been

wrapped tightly around tue bone to hold a single ouck-

skin thong to the bone peg. The wrappings extend across

the broken edges. Length is 14.0 cms. width, 1.0 cm.
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BOISE D1E (P1. 2a, Fig. d, p. 3L):
Represented by a single item, the specimen is a rectan-
gular fragment of long bone with rounded ends, one flat
and one convex side. All surfaces have been highly
polished. The flat side is incised in a series of tri-
angles formed by making two parallel cuts which meet at
a point on the edge with en additional set which inter-
sects at an angle. These triangles extend one-third of
the way across the flat surface along either edge. The

reverse side is convex and had been painted black along
one-half the length of the specimen. Length, 3.1 ems.,
width, 1.0 cm.; thicimess, .3 cm.

B0Ni TUBE (P1. 2a, Fig. C, p. 31k):

This item was incomplete end no determination of usage
could be made. It consisted of a highly polshod bird
bone that had been thinned to a thickness of .05 cm.;

length, 7.5 ems,; and width or dierieter, 1.5 cris. The

bone had been cut longitudinally in half. Both ends

had been broken.

BONE SPATULA (P1. 2a, Fig. e, p. 3L):

This fragmentary specimen may he either a portion of an

awl hand1e, or the begirming of a bone die. The frag-

ment is flattened on one side and is convex on the other
with one rounded and one broken end, and an over-all

polish. Length, L..7 ens.; width, 1,6 erie.; thiciaiess,

.6. cm.



BONE DISC (P1. 2a, Fig. f, p,

An apparent effort had boon made to make a bone disc

although the final result is more triangular. One sur-

fac.e is convex and faceted, The reverse side retains

the convexity of the bone while the whole object shows

polishing. Length, 2.2 cms.; width, 1.6 ems.; thick-

ness, .1 cm,

MISCELLANEOUS BONE:

Many bone fragments showed evidence of polishing, groov-

ing, or drilling. Two were splotched with paint, one

with red id the other with green, neither with a def-

mite pattern.

SHELL:

Olivella beads; Three small olivella beads were the

only evidence of shell within the cave The tips

had been ground from the shell and the entire

shell probably used as a bead.

SU4ARY:

The splinter awls, basketry awls, and spatula found in

Catciaw Cave form a pattern that occurs in the Cohonino

Branch of the Patayan. Katherine Bartlett reports them from
1

Medicine Cave during Pueblo II times. This particular site

has been assigned a time range lasting from 100 to lO2 A,D.
2

as determined from tree-ring studies0 Despite this length

l Bartlett, 193)4, p. )4l.
2. Colton, l939b, p. 28.
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NeGrégor, 1951, p. 113-116.
Ibid., p. 56

L. Ihd., P. 121.
Ibid., p. 67.
Ibid., p. 121.
Kidder and Guernsey, 1919, P1. 86g, p. 190.
Loud and Harrington, 1929, P1. 13j.
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of occupation it has been placed in the Nedicine Valley
1

Focus (850-iioo A.D.).

McGregor also reports the occurrence of these three

items from sites NA 5137 end NA 5166 near Flagstaff, Arizona,

Site NA 5166 is not a typical Cohonino house but a small cir-
3

-cular pithouse. Tree-ring dates from this house ranged
L1.

from 638 to 765 A.D. In site NA 5137 the architecture con-

sisted of the shade type house and has a suggested date of

1070 A,fl.

The single bone die recovered from Catclaw Cave bears a

strong resemblance to one recovered by Kidder c_nd Guernsey
7

from a Basketmaker ruin.

Scapulae floshers have been reported from Lovelock Cave

by M. R. Harrington.

The remaining items are either not distinctive or are

so undifferentiated that they may be found in virtually all

adjoining cultures.

2



CHAP ThR V

CLAY OBCTS

FI-tJRThES:

Figurines were represented by six specimens at Catciaw

Cave. The first te is represented by two specimens

b tabtilar, untempered clay (Fig. 9, c & d, p. Li).

yTheir shape is that of an elongated wedge with the head

at the widest end, The eyes are represented by two

parallel incisions at either edge close to the top of

e head, and are separated by an applique of pinched

clay for the nose. One specimen is that of a female

figure broken just below the appliqued breasts. The

figurine had been burned black presumably by accident

rather than as a definite attempt at firing. The other

specimen lacked a nose although its position is dis-

tinguishable by a smoothed area between the eyes. The

eye impressions were painted black and several irregular

red splotches adorned the face beneath the nose. The

back side of the figurine was painted with four trans-

verse parallel stripes. This figurine showed no evi-

dence of firing. The length of the specimens was in-

possible to ascertain; the width, however, is from 3.5
to L.O ems., arid the thickness is from .5 to .7 cm.

The second type, represented by a single specimen,

Lo
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1shows strong similarities to one reported by I4orris,

The specimen is a rounded fragment of unfired clay witiri

one end pinched out to form a curved beak-like nose.
One side of the nose is marked with a black bull 'seyc,
while the other side is decorated with a liatchure of
two sets of parallel black lines crossing at right
angles. The neck portion is decorated by two parallel
rows of punctate marks extending across the front and
around the sides but absent at the back. The figurine
has been broken just below the neck. The broken length
is 2.5 ems.; width 1.7 ems,; and thicknss .9 cm. (Fig.9a)

Three other fragments have boon identified as or-
tions of figurines. The first is a hollow clay fragment
showing accidental burning, and shaped as though the
clay had been molded about a finger during its uanufac-

tur e (Fig. 9e, p. Lvi). Two small projections resembling

legs extend from the unbroken end of the fragment. The

second is a spatulate fragment, oval in section, of un-
fired clay with rounded edges (Fig. 9b, p. i.l), A

small projection, possibly representative of a nose,
was pulled up from the flat portion of the slab at one
end. At either side of this projection a single red.
Zigzag line has been painted, extending the length of
the slab, The slab has been broken at either end. The

third pecimen is a flat, hourglass-shaped fragment of

clay with a narrow band of applique running transversely

1.. Norris, 1951, Fig. 25c, p. 36.
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Acros one surface at the constricted center (Fig. 9f,

p...l). No evidence of painting was visible on this

specimen although it was unfired like the second.

U1IFiRD Ni1'aATURE POTTEkY:

Twoiity-f our sherds of unfired iuniature pottery wore

recovered from the cave. The fragments indicate that

the vessels wore constructed of annular coils (Fig. 9,

p. Lhi). The paste in some instances contains fragments

of shredded bark which may represent accidental inclu-

sions rather than a definite attempt to temper the clay.

The surface finish is varied but in general is lurlpy

with definite finger impressions, or finger smears

where smoothing was attempted. Other fragments appear

to have dried until plasticity was almost lost before

the clay was worked into vessel form, resulting in

heavy cracking of the vessel wall and poor cohesion be-

tween the coils. A few of the specimens show partially

obliterated coils on the exterior surface and unobliter-

atod coils on the interior (Fig. 9k, p. l). In one

instance, an additional separate coil has been added to

the interior (Fig. 9i, p. 2jl). Several of the speci-

mens have a coating of river sand partially cemented to

the vessel walls as though the vessel had been placed

in the sand to dry. The sand is not included wiunin

the paste. Vessel rims are pinched upwards resulting

in an irregular, rather wavy edge. Decoraton occurs

as ei.thr.:.inc.isiflg or painting. Incising occurs on



bowl interiors and jar exteriors in geometric patterns

(Fig. 9j, p. Lvi). Painting ap-pears as an over-all wash

on both interiors and exteriors, as broact stripes or

geometric designs. r10 latter are limited to the ex-

terior. The pigments used are an orange-red ochre and
1

a dull black, possibly a manganese oxide. Vessel

forms arc indeterminable due to the small size of the

fragments. The neck diameters, where determinable,

range from 11.2 cris. to 3.6 ems. Jall thickness ranges

from .8 en, to .3 cm.
A single straight-sided neck fragment deserves

additional description (Fig. 9n, p. L.i). The srjecimen

shows two rows of perforations beginning 2.0 ems. below

the rim. One row contains three holes; the other, two,

with the holes placed 1.0 cm. apart. Those holes, .L.

cm. in diameter, appear to have been made by pushing a

small reed or twig through the wall while it was still

plastic. A similar occurrence was noted in the recov-

2

eries from Pu Pont Cave.

Two fragmentary specimens treic tentatively identi-

fied as vessel handles. The firBt is a single coil

broken at both ends and nay be either a broken coil or

more likely, because of the sharpness of curvature, the

handle of a miniature vessel. The other is in all

1. OutcropS of Pyrolusite occur throughout the area and

show extensive use by the Indians for painting and hand print-

ing on cliffs near the outcrops.
Nbum, 1922, p. lLO.



respects similar to a jar neck fragment from a minia-

tre vessel with the exception that two adjoining edges

have been smoothed (Fig. 91, p. ).i). The specimen is

decorated by incising and painting on the exterior.

The design is geometric in form end is -placed ara11ol

to two of the rounded edges. The incisions of the de-

sign have been painted black and a portion of the en-

closed area bordered with red ]?aint. This tpo of dec-

oration is mentioned by Nusbaum as follows: The most

interesting feature of this bowl is the crude attempt

at the decoration of its inner surface, There is a

roughly drawn, horizontal zigzag in black paint set 3/L1.

of an inch below the rim end another near the bottom.

Two scalloped incised lines run downward from the rim,

and there are also incised lines of shallow punctate
1

marks." The designs of the above two specimens differ

somewhat in, corn-position of elements but are basically

of the sane nature.

Two small pieces of funnel-shaped clay were re-

covered and may represent part of a pipe bowl although

there is no evidence of firing or use (Fig. 9, g .& h,

p. 24); in addition the size is a limiting factor for

such a use, The s-oecimens are 1.8 ems, in length. The

largest opening has a diameter of aproximately 2.0

ems., the smaller opening a diameter of .8 cm. al1

Nusbauxa, 1922, p. lL1l, & Fig. 3L.
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thickness is .3 cm.
Pagments of an unfired clay disc were recovered

and repaired (Fig. 9°, p. Li). The disc is an elon-
gated oval with a sharp taper in cross section. One

edge is .8 cm. thick while the opposite edge is .2 cr1.

in thickness. The disc shows careful smoothing as
though having been worked into shape from a larger
sherdof unfired pottery. Length of spociriien, 5.7 ems. ,

Wi tii, 4. L OIlS .

A single broken srecimon aepears to have been a
miniature pot lid (Fig. 9m, p. Lvi). This fragment has
a flat lower surface and a slightly convex uprer sur-
face with a small central projection which may repre-
sent a handle. Diameter is 3.5 ems., thickness, .5 crs.

TABULAR CLPY ITEMS:

Two unidentified objects were thin slabs of clay,
roughly rectangular in form, with one convex surface
and one concave surface. One slab had two parallel

sets of holes punched through the slab. One set of
three holes showed the iirpression of a reed thrust
through the slab and withdravm while the clay was still
damp. The other is unpierced. Neither artifact was

painted.

SCELLANEOUS CLAY ITEMS:

A series of by-pducts from working with clay were
representè by coil ends, lumps of squeezed clay, and
raw la -laced on grass pads. In some instances the
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clay lumps showed evidence of having been smeared with

red ochre in haphazard splotches a though the smear-

ing were accidental rather than purposeful. Fifteen

fragments of clay wore tabular with some of the pieces

showing c are fully rounded edges.

StRARY:

The figurines from Catclaw Cave, while fragmentary, may

be separated into two fairly distinct types. The first

type is the flat wedge-bodied figurines with appliciued

features, for which no comparable material has been

found. The second group, modeled in the round, apPears

to belong to the Basketmaker III period. As mentioned

previously, there is much similarity between the Cat-

claw Cave specimens ond some of those collected by korris

in the Prayer Rock locality in Arizona, designated as
1

Style IV. A corpletc speciiaen of this typo was taken

from Catclaw Cave and could not be located for illus-
2

tration inthis report. These figurines are also

similar to specimens seen by the author in collections

from the Virgin River area in southern Nevada, which

have been designated Basketmaker III.

Norris, 1951, p. 35; Figs. 25 & 26, pp. 36-37.
This description of the find was given by the two

prospectors who discovered the specimen: UWe found a net-

like bag with all sorts of knots where the strings met. It

had in it a horn spoon which looked like mountain sheep horn,

end sveral pieces of red paint rock. There was also a

little clay figure with a face like a hawk and holes poked

around its neck. Then there were some rat teeth wrapped up,

end a quartz.



Other psoudo-pottery has been reported from Du pont
1Cave, Utah, where three fragmentary vessels wore recovered.

They vary from those recovered in Catclaw Cave in thickness

of base, The flu Pont specimexs are as much as 2.0 cms. in

thickness at the base while those of Catclau Cave are never

in excess of .8 cm, The Pu Pont shepos are conical but

those of Catciaw Cave are undeterminable. Rim treatment,

design, and paste with the exceotion of those containing

bark at Catciaw Cave, are very similar. The method of con-

struction is not noted other than the evidence of finger

prints on the surface and the rather lumpy surface. The

specimens obtained at Catciaw Cave show a greater variety

of treatment in method of decoration but arc undoubtedly

attributable to a similar group,

In this group of artifacts some aspects are especially

noteworthy. One is the presence of red paint on so many of

the artifacts, but particularly the clay items, possibly due

to penetration of the pigment into the clay to become more

permanent than on other items, Secondly, the relative pro-

portions of unfired clay objects to other artifacts is con-

sidèrably greater than expected, even considering the shel-

terod condition of the cave. For example, Pu Pont Cave
2

yielded five specimens of pseudo-pottery whereas Catciaw -

Cave produced twenty-four recognizable specimens of pseudo-

pottery, not including numerous unfired clay fragments.

Nusbaum, 1922, pp. 138-lIlLk
Loc. sit,



CHAPTER VI

PERISHABLE MATER IALS

STRINO:

Broken string of varying diameters and lengths occurred

in quantity throughout the cave. Four types were found and

are listed in the order of most frequent occurrence:

Willow Bark (P1. 3a, Figs. b, f, i, k, 1, iii, & n);

This string is of finely shredded willow bark and

in some instances retains portions of the inner

bark adhering to the fibers. Two elements of

these fibers are combined in a clockwise twist.

Only short fragments of this type wore recovered

and none showed evidence of color other than that

of the natural fiber. Diameters range from .6 cm.

to .1 cm.

Yucca Fiber (P1, 3a, Figs. a, j,& m); o elements of

yucca fiber were twisted iogether in a counter-

clockwise direction in almost all instanco. All

specimens were of natural color. One strand 20.0

ems, in length and cm. in diameter had been

twisted into loops which were alternated with

straight sections along the entire length, and

possibly represents a fragment of the weft ele-

ment from a net. Diameters of this typo range



String. Yucca, a, j, in; wil-
low, b, C, 1, k-rn; cotton--black,
C, white, c, red, e; skin, g; hair,
h.

- jLllLLG
a; wrapped twin, b

d; string and twig,
C; wad of pitch, g;

PLATE 3

;; burned cno,
e; b ark bu.n dies,
basketrj, h-l.

50
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from . cm, to .05 cm.

Cctton (Fl. 3a, Figs, c, a, c e); Represented by a

very few specimens. These consisted of two ele-

merits combined in a clockwise twist. Host of the

fragments showed the use of paint, either red,

black, or white, smeared on as a paste rather than

a dye. Natural color of the fiber ranges from a

light tan to white. The darker color may possibly

be due to staining. Diameters range from .5 cm.

to .2 cm.

Hair and Skin String (P1. 3a, Figs. h & g); Only one

small section of human hair string 10.0 ems, in

length was recovered. It was composed of two ele-

ments in a right-hand twist to fern a strand .L

eras thick.

A strand of skin string is composed of small

strips, apparently. rabbit fur, two elements of

which have been twisted counter-clockwise or in a

left-hand, twist to form an irregular strand from

.6 cm. to .3 cn. thick and 10.5 ems, in length.

BASKETRY:

With a single exception all basketry within the cave

was fragmentary. This exception was a coiled basket

2L.O cms. in depth and 5L..0 ems, in diameter. The

coils were composed of grass and cane leaves in bundles

1.. 5 ems, in diameter and stitched with wide strips of

bark:.:at 2,0 cm. intervals. The method and materials
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used in construction bear a strong resemblance to those

1
used by the Pins, and Papago for storage baskets. Con-

tents of the basket were a basketry awl, a fragment of

buckskin, a twisted strip of willow bark (possibly a

handle), and a single small shord of Pyramid Gray. The

basket had rotted to such en extent that only small

portions were preservable. Of the remainder of basket

fragments, four had a foundation of four split rods and

an uninterlocking stitch. This may have originally

been a two-rod foundation that split after it had been

discarded. One of these fragments (P1. 3b, Fig. 1) had

been waterproofed with pitch. Three other fragments

(P1. 3b, Figs. h, 1, j, p. 50) from a single basket,

showed a foundation of five split rods and an inter-

locking split stitch.

SANDALS:

Two fragments of figure-eight sandals were recovered.

Only the loops of yucca and willow bark fiber that had

formed the sole of the sandal remained. The ties and

framework which formerly held the sandal together were
2

missing. A similar type appears at Etna Cave, Nevada.

BARK BUNDLES (P1. 3b, Fig. C, p. 50)

Two small bundles of bark, believed to be basket withes,

were found. Each.consisted of a small section of a

twig with a long strip of bark adhering to it and

I. Morris and Burgh, 19)4, p. 10.
2. Wheeler, 19Lj2, p. iLi, Fig. 17.



wrapped lengthwise about it. This

versely with shredded willow bark.

AIR0W SHAFT:

A single broken shaft of

.5 cm, in diameter,

shaft of hardwood

had been split to

bound with sinew.

distance from the

HIDE:

cane 26.0 ems, in length end

wa broken at one end with a fore-

inserted into the other. The cane

receive the foreshaft end was then

The foreshaft had been cut a short

end of the cane.

Fringed belt (P1. 2b, Fig, a, p. 3L1); This item con-

sisted of a small fragment of tanned hide that

had been cut in a fringe along one edge. The in-

dividual elements of the fringe ranged from lo.L

ems, to 3.0 cns. in length. One of the elements

had been inserted through a small bird bone and

knotted. Faint traces of red ochre remained on

the band near the fringed edge.

Sewn skin; Two fragments of hide showed evidence of

sewing. The first fragment contained a large rip

which had been mended with sinew in a simple over-

and-under stitch. The second fragment consisted

of a central wedge-shaped portion with the broad

end scalloped and the narrow end torn. At either

side remnants of additional hide were sewn to the

central section by whipping with yucca fiber,

1eaing a heavy seam. It may be that the second
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was bound trans-



fragment represents a portion of a moccasin

Miscellaneous; These items consist of rabbit fur and

skin twisted into string, a small strip of tanned

hide inserted through a deer hoof, an additional

hide strip bound to a piece of split bone with

willow bark. In addition several small wads of

rabbit fur and one of mountain sheep wool were

also recovered.

MISCELLANEOUS WOOD FRAGLdiNTS:

A quantity of twigs, yucca leaves, bark, cane, and gourd

rinds were found in the cave. These items showed var-

ious degrees of work by abrading, cutting, chewing,

painting, or twisting together. The more recognizable

of these ite-nis were: a single cane cigarette and other

bits of cane similarlr burned but unperforated (P1. 3b,

Fig. ci, p. 50); a cane fragment that may have been part
of an arrow shaft with a broad black band painted on it

(P1. 3b, Fig. c, p. 50); two corncobs with small sticks

thrust through the core lengthwise; two small twigs

tied together at their centers; and a small wad of

pitch wrapped in willow bark (Fl. 3b, Fig. g, p. 5Q). -

SUMMARY:

The perishable material from Catclaw Cave proved a dis-

appointment as it was hoped that the cave would furnish a

good collection of perishables from the river area. This,

however, was not the case as the perishable artifacts from



the cave were few and in small fragments, String was

abundant but in short lengths. The presence of cotton

string of three colors is probably representative of

the Virgin Branch of the Anasazi, whom Schroeder states

carried on trade relations with the indip',enous group at
1

Willow Beach. The other string is doubtlessly of

local manufacture as the material for its construction

is abundant along the river. The coiled basket, the

only complete specimen found, is rather similar to

those of southern California, as well as some made by

the Pima and Papago. Bits of sem skin and the fringed

fragment of skin with rattle attached were present a-

mong the modern Indians along the Colorado River.

1. Schroeder, in ?reparation, . 203.
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CIIAPTEF?. vii

POTTERY

The majority of potsherds cnue from two areas in the

cave. The first area was the talus slonc at the cave en-

trance, and the second area was alone, the east wall nnd near

the foot of the consolidated bench at the rear of the cave.

This second area contained the greatest number of shards re-

covered in the cave. Eo complo-be vessels were recovered.

tflie pottery typos represented are listed below:

GJO Numb or Percent age
1

Pyramid Gray 892 . 82.9
2

Cerbat Brown
3

Parker Buff ........ Lj9
L1.

Aquarius B/Gr ....... 29
S

Boulder Gray ... lL 1.3
6

Aquarius Brown ..... 8 .7
7

North Creek Gray ... 6 .5

Sandy Brown ........ 6 . .5



1
Parker Stucco ,., S ....... ..

2
Deadrntms Gray .3

3
Deadmens B/w ......, .3
Boulder B/Gr ....,.,, 2 .1

5
Deadmans B/G.r 1 Trace

Unidentifiod .B/W ,... 1 Trace

Total Shards I577T

The sherds recovered from Catclaw Cave are virtually

identical in number and ercentage with those recovered by

Schroeder at willow Beach, As no stratigraphy was secured

in Catciaw Cave, frequent reference has been made to the

finds at Willow Beach in en effort to place the cave in time.

In the earliest ceramic level at Willow Beach (Layor C),

Schroeder finds that the gray wares: Lino Black-on-Gray,

Boulder Gray, Utah Gray Ware, end Logsndale Gray Ware, from

the Virgin Branch of the Western Anasazi, are dominant.

The Cerbat Branch of the Patayen is represented by Cerbat

Brown, the largest individual pottery type in this phase.

Thus in Roaring Rapids Phase there is no evidence of locally

manufactured pottery, unless Cerbat Brown may be considered
7

indigenous to the area. These types are assigned a time
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Schroeder, 1952, p. 21.
Colton and Hargrave, 1937, p. 252.
Ibid., p. 208.

4.. Colton, 1952, p. 71.
Colton and Hargrave, op. cit., p. 253.
Schroeder, op. cit.
Ibid., p. 195.



range of 600-900 A.D. or Basketinakor III. Pueblo I does

not appear in Willow Beah but may possibly be represented

by the windblown sterile sand that occurs between Layer C
1

and B,
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In the following layer (Layer B) at Willow Beach, the

Gray Wares of the preceding level diminish as well as those

from the Cerbat and Prescott Branches, Pottery typos from

the Deathiians Series appear as intrusives. In addition, a

locally developed type, Pyramid Gray, arears and constitutes
2

the majority of all recovered pottery. On the basis of in-

trusives, Layer B (Willow Beach Phase) has been given a time
3

range of 900-1100 A.D., through Pueblo II and III.

STJI1MARY:

An examination of the pottery types found at Catelaw

Cave shows that 8)4% of the pottery recovered is Pyramid

Gray. Intrusives from the Cerbat and Prescott Branches of

the Patayen are second in number. The Virgin Branch of the

Western Anasazi is represented by a very small percentage

which includes three types from the Deachnans Series. lb

evidence of Paiute Brown Ware, the most recent pottery type

recovered at Willow Beach, was found in Catclaw Cave. Thus

it would seem that ceramically Catclaw Cave is most closely

alinod with Layer B (Willow Beach Phase) at Willow Beach

with an assigned time of 900-1100 A.D.

1.. Schroeder, op. cit., p. 198.
2 Thid.., p. 200.
3. Loc, sit,
L Ibid., o 206.



CHAPTER VIII

FAUNA AND FLORA

FAUNA:

The faunal remains are representative of those exist-

ing at the present time in Black Canyon with two exceptions.

One exception was a fossil jaw recovered from a ratts nest

on the high bench at the rear of the cave. It has been

identi1ied as the lower jaw of a sheep, Ovis sp.?, lar.

Dr. Claude N. Hibbarci, who identified the specimen, believes

that it was far larger then any fossil or recent sheep so

far known in Forth America. It is even larger than the big-

gest Ovis poli of Asia.

The second exception was a bison horn core that was not
2

identified as to species. The presence of a bison horn

core in Level I and so far from existing or known bison

range may indicate the existence of trade as far east as Now

Mexico, as Frank 0-. Roe states that UThere seems, in short,

to be no real evidence of any character for the presence of

the historic buffalo in (modern) California at any time.

He indicates in addition that evidence for buffalo in Arizona

Curator of Vertebrates, I&seum of Paleontology,

University of Michigan.
Identified by Dr. Willism H. Hart, Museum of Zo-

ology, Maxrrnial Division, University of Michigan.

3 Roe, 1951, p. 282.
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is and and is based mainly on the

interpretation of place names and mention in one Spanish

chronicle of securing buffalo skins from seven days north
1

of the Gila River, However, the finding of bison bones at

Babacomari Village does appear to extend the bison range
2

somewhat.

The modern faunal remains arc listed below:

1-arnni.l

Beaver (Castor)

Bighorn Sheep (Ovis)

Bison (Bison)

Bobcat (Lynx rufus)

Coyote (Canis latrens)

Cottontail (Sylvilagus) end (Sylvilapus andoboni)

Ground Squirrel (Citellus)

Jackrabbit (Lepus californicus)

Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys)

Wood Rat (Neotona)

Birds;

(iai1 (Lapliorlix)

Screech Owl (Aseo)

Red-tailed or Ferruginous Roughieg Hawk (Bteo)

1 Roe, op. cit., p. 275.
2., Di Peso, 1951, p. 2LO.
3. Identified by Dr. Willian H. Burt, Museum of Zo-

ology, Nanual Division, University of Michigan.

)i. Identified by Dr. Robert Storer, i&iseum of Zoology,

Bird Division, University of Michigan.
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Fish;

The fish remains from Catclaw Cave were identified
1

by Robert H. Miller. In his reort, UFish Memains

from Archao1ogica1 Sites in the Lower Colorado

River Basin, Arizona, he has the following to say

concerning the bones from Catciaw Cave:

The numerous fish remains, including over 375
bones mad fragments, are well-preserved and
there are sufficient critical bones to render
confident identification of S:eCio5. Tv.TO

families of fishes are rep'escnted: the
suckers, Catostouidao, and the minnows,
Cyprinidae....At least three species were
secured from the cave, one of which has never
been reported from the Colorado River below
Grand Canyon. A fourth species may be repre-
sented in the unidentified fragments since it
was formerly abundant in this area, is still
caugh occasionally, and has been used for
food.

Although trpically scorned by their white
successors, at least three of these fishes
provided a ready source of food for the ab-
origines and probably formed an important
part of the diet of the non-agrarian tribes
during part of the year.3

Family Catostomidae
yrauchen toxanus (Abbott)
Humpback siicker

The humpback sucker, so named because of the
high keel on the back, attains a length of a-
bout three feet and commonly weighs from 10

to it1. pounds and occasiontlly 16 pounds(Hubbs
and Miller, 1953, p. 226). As Rostlund (1952,

pp. 31-32) pointed out, the value of suckers

as food fishes has probably been under-esti-

mated. Their use by aborigines is attested

Associate Curator of Fishes, Division of Fishes,

University of Michigan.
Miller, in press, p9 2.

Ibid., p. 1.
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by identified bones in archaeological sites
(references in Rostlund) and by the abundant
remains of the humoback sucker at Catciaw
Cave, Historically, the Idohave Indians took
this species in numbers from the Colorado
River near Fort behave, near the aiiLornia-
Nevada line (Ellis, 19]4, p. 31).

The occurrence of several charred bones elim-
inates any doubt that the fish was eaten by
the aborigines. Reliable testimony secured
by mc along the river in 1950 indicates that
both present-day Indians and whites eat the
fish whenever it is available. The fragments
suggest that at least seven and probably many
more, individuals are reprosentocl....The
largest fish, as indicated by the neural com-
plex, probably was between inro and three feet
long an nay have weighed ten to twelve
pounds.

Family Cyprinidae
Ptycocheilus lucius Girard
Colorado River Squawfish

This species, known locally as Colorado sal-
mon or sinnly salmon, is one of the largest
minnows in the world. According to 11is

(l9lL, p. 55), it attains a length of Live
feet and a weight of nearly 100 pounds....
Testimony gathered by me during on ichthy-
ological survey of the lower Colorado River
in 1950 supports these claims and indicates
that the maximum length approximated cix feet.

An unpublished report (on file at the Di-
vision of Fishes, U. S. National Museum) by
the late F. H. Chamberlain, who carried out
a survey of Arizona fishes for the U. S.
Bureau of Fisheries from January l. to April

27, 190)4., emphasizeS that this sueCieS was
prized by the Indians and was also sought by

others. Grinnell (191L1-, p. 62) also indi-
cated that the Indians ate this species. Its

method ol' capture by the aborigines was var-

ious. They secured it by: (i) using a sort

of dipnet in the receding waters after sudden

rises of the river (Chamberlain), (2) shoot-

ing the salmon with bow and arrow (Rostlund,

Miller, op. cit., p. 3.
Thid., p.
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l92, p. 32), or more recently (3) by spear-
ing the fish with pitchforks (Dill,

l9)4., p.15). It may bc taken with hooks at all
seasons on almost any bait, as it is a vor-
acious feeder....1

Remains of this fish from Catciaw Cave are
abundant and represent at least six mdlvi-
duais....Sevcral of the cave bones of thiz
species,. . .in particular the hyomandibular,
articular and maxillary arc conspicuously
larger than those of the fish represented by
by the (comparative U1LII1 No. 271.08 dm11)
skull From these, I e st mat e that the max-
imum size of the salmon reprocnted was at
least five and one-half feet.

Gila cypha 11111cr
Hunpback Chub

The humpback chub, abizarre minnow highly
streanlinod for life in torrential waters,
evidently is the third species that was eaten
by the Indians at Catclaw Cave....This extra-
ordinary fish, described from a specimen
taken in Grand. Canyon (Miller, l916), has
been discovered recently in the portions of
the main river above Grand Canyon, and there
is no obvious reason why it should not have
once occurred below that region, wherever the
flow of the Colorado was consistently swift.
Before dam building, sections of the river
for a distance of at least 20 miles below
Boulder Canyon (Hoover Dam) had. sufficient
gradient an. flow to maintain a powerful
current.

Measurements of the total length (in am.) of
each arch, 2L1..0 and 26.3, interpreted in the
light of unpublished as well as published
comparative data (Miller, 191i6, p. 1ll) for
specimens of G-. cypha rind G. robusta, of
known length, indicate that the total length
of the fish represented b these arches was
between 17 and 18 inches.

p. 5.
2. Ibid., p. 6.
3. Ibid., p. 7.
)4. Ibid., p. 8.



Also present but unident:Lfied were two species of

turtles, one lizard, and perhaps an amphibian.

FLORA:

Corn:

Corn specimena secured in Catciaw Cave were iden-
1

tified by J. Mangolsdorf who made the following

statement concerning them:

"The cobs..,can all be niatchod in the eel-
lection...from the Montezuma Castle National
Monument. The age of his cobs are estimated
at about 1200 A.D. The great majority of
cobs are tripsacoid or highly tripsacoid in-
dicating contamination with toosinte, but
some of them represent almost pure maize,
probably the maize which was grorn in the
vicinity before the contaminated maize was
introduced. In any case, the teosinte con-
tamination has caused a very marked stiffening
of the glurries mid both a shortening and a
lengthening of the cobs, and has been re-
sponsible for the evolution of maize in the
southwest."

They were identified as follows:

1. Botanical Museum, Harvard University.

6L1.

Sp e c
No.

Length
cr11.

Diem.
cm.

No.
Rows Glurnes

Other
Characteristics

l6L. Fragment 16.2 10 Stiff Tripsacoid

171A

171B

Fragment

it

-

-

Bony

Stiff

Highly Tripsacoid

Tripsacoid.

222 16.8 12 Stiff Tripsacoid

223 16.8 10 Stiff Tripsacoid

22t. 86.5 18.1 iL'. Soft Almost pure maize

225 l6L.O l9.Li 12 Stiff Highly Tripsacoid



The other floral specimens are still in the Process of

being identified at the Ethriobotanical Lcboratory,
Museum of Anthropology, University of ilichigan, and so

cannot bo included in this report at the present,



CHAP TLH IX

CONCLUS IONS

Interpretation of the material from Catclaw Cave was

mado doubly difficult by the lack of stratigraphy and by

disturbance of the material in the fine wind-blovm silt by

animals occupying the cave. However, t,rpologica1ly some of

the artifacts seem to fall into two groupings:

The pottery assemblage, as mentioned in the chapter on

pottery, is identical with that found in Layer B (Willow

Beach Phase) at the stratified site of Willow Beach by
1

Schroeder. There cnn be no doubt in assigning Catclaw Cave

to the Willow Beach Phase on the basis of pottery alone.

The second grouping, one type of figurine, pseudo-pot-

tery, and the bone die, all have similar counterparts mi-iong

Basketmaker artifacts.

In considering the first grouping, Schroeder states

that this pottery assemblage is accompanied at Willow Beach

by the following items: points having side or base notches,

scoop metate, roasting pits, shell, steatite, and asphaltum.

None of the above items were present in the cave with bho ex-

ception of three shell beads. The roasting pit, representa-

tive of influence from the Nohave Desert, may be limited
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Schroeder, in preparation, p. 200.
Ibid., 203.
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to open sites, bhough the pit hearths within the cave are of

equal size. Metates from the cave as represented by frag-

mentary specimens were either basin or slab notates. Tho

largest group of points are retouched flakes having thc bar-

est indication of basal notches. Cteatitc and asphaltun

were completely lacking. The most outstanding fact con-

cerning the lithic assemblage is that individual artifacts

may be assigned to time horizons from Amargosa II to the

present, but there is no clustering of lithic artifacts as-

signable to any specific horizon. In part this is due, un-

doubtedly, to the overall sparsity of specimens and in part

to the undifferentiated aspect of many of the artifacts.

The second gron-ping of artifacts, those bearing Basket-

maker resemblances, are believed to bo representative of en

earlier phase than that represented by the pottery complan.

The Catelaw Cave figurines have been identified as the

type illustrated by Earl Morris as belonging to Basketimaker
1

III times0 The sites from which Earl Morris' figurines

were recovered have been dated by Haury and Douglass from

)73-6SLLA.De Morris generalizes from these dates that this

type of Basketmaker III figurine may be said to occur from
2

L1.75-675 A.D. The Catciaw Cave specimens are in general

IVipre smoothly made and do have painted features, which Morris
3

states do not occur on Basketmakor specimens but this may

1. Morris, 1951, Figs. 25c & 26g, pp. 36-37.
a. Thid., p. 33.
3. Ibid., p. LO.
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be a western variation of the Four-corners tyro.

The fragments of bark-tempered pseudo-pottery have been

classified as Basketmaker, presumably Baskotmaker II, on the
1

basis of similarity with specimens from 1)i Pont Cave. The

quantity and variety of forms present in the pseudo-pottery

seem to indicate that it was a woll-devoloped craft end one

that would not be likely to occur with well-fired, Quartz-

tempered pottery.

The bone die from Catciaw Cave bears a close resemblance
2

to one found in a Basketmaker site by Kidder and Guernsey.

The use of bone dice is a widespread practice in the south-

west and other specimens are roughly similar; for example,

the Ventana specimen, while approximating the appearance of
3

the Catciaw Cave specimen, is larger end presumably later.

It is more probable that the Catclaw Cave specimen is Basket-

maker end representative of the appearance of that culture

at the Cave.

Li addition to the preceding groups, a third group is

composed of artifacts which probably represent the perish-

ab1 material accompanying the [illow Beach Phase that has

not as yet been reported on. These artifacts have counter-

parts in the Cohonino Branch of the Pat ayan or among the

historic Indians of the Colorado kiver.

Nusbaum, 1922, p. 1Li0.

Kidder and Guernsey, 1919, P1. 36g, p. 190.
Haury, 1950, p. 381 and Fig. 89d, p. 382.
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The baskotry awls from Catciaw Cave which have the mod-

idied spine-like point also occur in Ventana Cave in
1

southern Arizona, and in the San Joaquin Valley of Calif-
2

ornia, but the appearance of these awls .ith splinter awls

and spatula seem to be limited to northwestern Arizona where

they occur in the Cohonino Branch of the Patayan in hodicine
3

Valley and in the liavasupai drainage during Pueblo II

times, and in Catelaw Cave.

The fragment of fringed hide with bone tinklcr attached.

as well as the fragments of bone and hoof threaded with hide

or string are similar to those used by both Havasupai nd

Mohave in historic times whore the women reputedly wore an

apron of fringed hide with hooves of deer or mountain sheep

or leg bones of rabbits attachod to the fringes. It is

possible that this trait also occurred in prehistoric times

along the Colorado River.
The single complete basket preserved. in the cave shows

affinities with the Pima manufacture of storage baskets and

with the Indians of southern California who also used a

7
coild basket. This southern California type was composed

of grass coils bound by sumac and is similar to the Catclaw

Cave specimen.

Haury, 1950, Fig. 87a, p. 378.
Schenk and Dawson, 1929, P1. 77j, m, o, & q.
Bartlett, l93t, p. 14.

L. McGregor, 1951, pp. 113-116.
Spier, 1928, pp. 188 & 198.
Morris and Burgh, 1914, p. 10.

70 Kroober, 1925, pp. 819-820.
Univ. of Arizona Library
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While the following artifacts arc fairly widesureed in

distribution it is felt that they presumably were represented

also in the perishable culture of the Willow Beach Phase as

evidence may be found for them in adjacent areas. These

artifacts are corncob bts, cane cigarettes, cane arrows

with hardwood foreshafts, baskets covered with pitch, and

fur robes,

A brief suimiary of the history of the Cave is one of

intermittent occupation over a considerable span of time.

The cave was probably used as animal habitation at an early

date. There is a possibility that the cave was used by

margosa peoples around 2,000 B.C. There is more evidence

to suggest use of the cave by Basketmako' poop les from the

Virgin Branch of the Western Anasazi working southward from

the Vi±'gin River some time prior to 70 A.D. Their use of

the cave appears to have been for other than living quarters,

because of the lack of utility items and the presence of num-

erous painted non-utility artifacts. Later an indigenous

group responsible for the manufacture of PyrEuzid Gray appears

to have resided in the cave, and either traded with or was

visited by members of the Cerbat Branch of the Patayan to the

east. This phase has been designated the willow Beach Phase
1

dated from 900-1100 A.D. by Schroeder at Willow Beach. Fol-

lowing this, there is no evidence of occupation until modern

times,
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